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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May 1, 1957
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVIII No. 104
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Seen & Heard
Around Murray

_

Girt Scouts See Film At Meeting

Is ,822,000 Used

Girl Scouts, Troop 20 were
shown 'a film titled "Growing
Up" at the Calloway County
Health Dept., by Mrs. Dorval
Hendon.
All the girls of the troop were
present along with, their leaders,
Mr. Mjchael ttockas and Mrs.
James—Lassiter.
Several of the girls mothers
were present including Mrs. W.
C. Easter, Mrs. Lottie Bra.ndon,
Mrs. Duell Humphrey, Mrs. Bryant McClure and Mrs. Gertha
Lowery.

Jury List For
May 6 Term
Is Released

'Spraying Of
"Skeeters" Begun

New Substation Built ;Near
Mayfield To Hike Current

MADISONVILLE (111 — The
pesky "skeeters" of western Kentucky got their first unwelcome
The power supply to the Ken- average. Though hometaste of insecticide of __Lhe „yehr
'rise of
when aerial spraying - Bean in tuck,'area west- of the Tennes- electricity by the cooperative's
see
River
was
substantially in- Members average less than in
Hopkins County Tuesday.
We've planted' a lot of things,
The jury list for the May term
The county was plagued by creased on April 26, 1957, when Benton, Mayfield. and Murray,
butprobably the most rewarding
of Calloway Circuit Court was the hardy
TVA
placed
in service a new percentage-wise the West Kensalt-marsh mosquitoes
are the two Rhododendrons we
(Special to the Ledger & Times) of their retail dollar
for such released today bY Sheriff Brig- two summers ago and residents 80,000.000-watt primary substa- tucky cooperative's members are
got from Edgar Shirley last year.
NEW YORK, April 29 —De- purchases.
ham
.
,
Futrell.
tion near Mayfield. The new increasing their use of electricity
The sixty names suffered property damage
.
as well
- spite the fact that the automobile
The size of these expenditures that follow compose the list from as personal
substation' was built to supply at the fastest pace among the
discomfort.
Never having seen a Rhododenindustry as a whole has dropped emphasizes the
which
the Grand and Petit juries
impprtance of
James Goodrich, Frankfort, the rapidly growing electricity four systems. Their average andron in full bloom, we really
somewhat from the record peak the automobile and its
co-pro- will be ,selected. •
flew the spraying plane to begin requirements of consumers serv- nual use of electricity has grown
didn't know what to expect:
it established in 1955, it con- ducts to the local
Court will begin on May 6
ed by the Benton. Mayfield and nearly 50 percent since 1953. In
economy. TO
We've seen a picture of them,
tinues to be big business in 0 great degree *they dominate, with 'Judge H. H. Lovett on_the. the attack on the mosquitoes Murray municipal
electric sys- this same period homes on the
-foe the-4h1r4osaringht year.
but a picture can't do justice to
Calloway County.
contro.andset the pace of mod- bench.
Control operations this year tems and the West Kentucky three municipal sygtems have
it.
Local residents have b e e rn lerfi-livizie They make possible
William James, Van Clark, Otto will be on a more extensive Rural Electric Cooperatise Cor- increased their use as follows:
spending at the rate of $7,822.000 the development of suburbs and Parks, Bobby Spiceland. John
Ed .Cale than the first year. The porationol'otal cost of the new Benton. 45 percent; Murray, 40
The buds are the largest of anya year for cars, other automotive other fringe areas
better trans- Scott, John L. Smotherman, Pat state General Assembly last year substatien and connections to percent; and Mayfield, 33 perwe've seen yet. About the
equipment and supplies,, accord- portation
a n d communications, Carrov.'ay, Everitt Jones, Pierce appropriated $60,000 annually for the TVA transmission •• system cent. Brazelton stated that averof a large .prune. We've
ing to latest annual figures. They and the
/
4 million; the work took age residential use in the nation
McDougal. Carlos Roberts, Thomas two years, for controlling the was $11
growth .of industry.
oatched it for the past several
have been :Using 41.5 percent
has increased 27 percent since
The extent to which it - profits Hargis, Barney Langston, Luther mosquito infestation. The state about 18 months to complete.
weeks, but as is the case with
rattoway County is- seen in Geurin. Coy Hale, Maurice F. Department of Agriculture- has
Th
oe .new Mayfield _substation, 1953.
most buds they take their good
TVA said that the rapid growth
figures released by the Standard Crass Jr., W: A. Palmer Sr., taken charge of the mosquito receives power from TVA's high
time opening up.
capacity 161.000 - volt transmis- in use of electricity in this part
Rate and Data Service. Its study, Edwi9 R. Shoemaker, Cyrel Wil- Control campaign.
covering the entire country, is son, t. F. Settle, Alec McCloucd,.
The spraying will be done sion line between Ky. Dam and of West Kentucky is typical of
First bud opened up yesterday
for the 12-month period ending
Alton Paschall, George Marine, first in the western area of Martin. It transforms the power the entire area served hy TVA.
The Murray Junior Chamber
morning all the way and reveallast midyear.
-Jack Norsworthy, Hugh Ho Brown, Hopkins County where the in- to 69.000-volts and delivers rlt
ed one of the prettiest flowers of Commerce received three first
George Linn, Huie L. Hill, Pren- festion last year and in 1955 to the subtransmission system in
that 'nature possesses. A gentle place awards for project that
FRANKFORT ltfl —Today is
The $7.822.000 market, repre- tice
L. Lassiter. 11'. M. Vance. was worst. Other sections of the the Mayfield area. Under emerpurple fading away into lavender. had been completed the past "Loyalty Day" in Kentucky by senting purchases of automotive
gency conditions, the new subyear at the St4te Convention proclamation of Gov. A. B. Chan- equipment and supplies locally, Bud Bogard, Tosco Collins. C. C. county will be sprayed later
station can supply power as
Hutson.
Hugh
the
Osborn.
in
month.
Ed
g
a
r
held
in Louisville last week. The dler but state workers were cal- is exclusive of the amount spent
114 you are eut of sorts with the
Outland, James Kindred. Raloh
Plans call for the spraying of far south as Paris. Tem:lessee.
voirld and find real pleasure first place awards were in Avi- led on to show their loyalty a for trucks. •
A. P. Brazelton, TVA's WestLilburn Hine, Martin i MuhliMberg County next week
Edwards,
hard to find, try planting some- ation -- Host to Jaycee Air Tour, day early Tuesday—payday in
Inducted are new and used Soloman, Carl M. Stout, Luther and in Webster. Henderson and ern District Manager at Jackson,
Traffic Safety — Host to the the Capitol.
thing.
Tenn.. said the four West Kenpassenger cars, gasoline and oil, Jackson. George T. Lilly and McLean counties thereafter.
State Teen-Age Road -e-o and
In at least two departments of accessories, -motorcycles
tucky distribution systems supa n d Verna Kyle
The miraculous working" of nature Man Mile Race in which Murray the state government, pleas
plied by The new Mayfield subfor boats. Stores selling equipment
Wavel Osborn, Wm. D. Mcwhich has never been duplicated Jaycees traveled 20.000 miles campaign contributions we
station have more than doubled
re accounted for $6,399,000 of the Cuiston, Guy Steely;', Ben Cain,
by man has been instrumental attending State Jaycee activities made by department
-Charlie Marr was named the
officials on amount.' Gas service stations Brent Langston, Ralph White,
their use of electricity in the
in the treatment of many people this past year.
a strictly voluntary basis Tues- took. ist-11.423.000.
last six years. The average an- Chief of Police of Murray last
Colson.
Tidwell,
Jack
C.
I..
L.
D.
who become mentally disturbed
Ed Fenton was elected state day.
nual us* 4' .taectricity by the night in an u-scheduled meeting
Coekolgans Brewer. Harley Wilso It Should have an equally vice president at the convention.
This spending volume, if apEmployes of the Kentucky
ei..•.surneia of these of the City
residenteat
o
Wilson.
Nix
liams. Earl
James
seVihrienis effect on those who He also received a certificate of Children's
Marr will replace Hovel McHome, Lyndon, re- portioned equally among the Outland. Thomas Mathis. Frank
PORT CAMPBELL. Ky.. AFD sySlerris is far ahead of the naare mentally healthy.
Merit for being chairman of the ported they had received
letters local population, would come to Paschall. Noble Hopkins. Sher- minus 20. — When Greater Fort tional average. The homes serv- Reynolds who was killed in a
State Teen-Age Road -e-o last Including one signed by t
h e $1,400 per family. It compares
Potts, 'Harry M. Sparks. Campbell observes Armed Forces ed by the Murray system used. gun battle last week with PresIf you can keep the kids and June.
ton Moore, who was also killed
home's director, H. V. Bastin, favorably with the $1,030 per lien Bell.
Day 1957 on Sunday. May 19. an average of 9562 kwh in 1..1 956,
their dogs off of things, you can
The local members attending seeking contributions.
family average for the United
more than three times the na- in the incident.
it'll
'first'
be
a
for
the
new.
do alright.
the state meet were Ben Grogan,
:Te new chief is no new comer
Bas-tin's letter said the money States and with the $915 in the
pentemic*InIst Airborne Division. tional average of about 2„980 kwh.
Ray Dotan.'Harold Beaman, Mr. was needed for radio,
East South Central States.
Benton was not far behind with to law enforcement ranks. He
television
organized
here
last
September.
We have one solution. We have and Mrs John Sammons, Dr. and and
The fact that as mueh as 41.5
began his tour of duty as a
newspaper advertiling to asAnd Oil be a full-scale parti- an average of 9440 kwh, also
transferred the title to various Mrs. William Pogue, Mr. and sure
over three times the national deputy sheriff under, Ira Fos
Chandler he will have a percent of the retail dollar was
cipation,
Midway
From
to
too
things in the yard to the kids. Mrs. Ed Fenton, Mr. and Mrs. "friendly
used in Calloway -County for
were in January. 1938, and served
Legislature."
Larry. the four-day old infant Airborne School to troop areas average. Mayfield's homes
That way they keep themselves Z. C. Enix and Dr. and Mrs.
The letter also suggested that so& purpose! is S reflection of son of Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Foster to Yamoto Drop Zone to division next with 6136 kwh. more than throughout the four year term.
anek their buddys off of things Rupert Stivers.
average. He also served under Karl Kingnational
the
state workers should not con- the economic strength of the
Tuesday at the Murray Parade Ground, the distinctive twinihl. break easy.
A style show and other activi- sider 2 per cent as a maximum community and of the confidence died
'members if ins and W,endall Patterson as
by
use
Residential
'Screaming
Eagle' shoulder patch
Hospital. Larry and his twin
ties were presented for the ladies contribution, but the
cooperative also was well deputy. Whe nPatterson went
minimum felt in the period ahead.
brother. Gary were born April will be everywhere in evidence. the
For Instance the smallest owns attending the convention.
average. West out of office in January of 1950,
contribution. The 2 per cent of
In the Armed Forces Day above the national
No end is seen to the rise in 26 at the Murray General Hosthe tulip tree and if anybody
cooperative members, Marr was sworn in as a city
the employes' salaries was figur- the
operations plan. Major General Kentucky
number of cars owned by pital.
looks as though they plan to
whim have had elec- patrolman.
ed for them in the letters
Surviving relatives are his T. L. Sherburne. commander of most of
the American public. Although
pull off a leaf, he lets out a
He has served on the city
tricity for a relatively short time,
A "Loyalty Day" meeting also the
growth is not at a regular parents and little brother and ,the 101st and Fort Campbell
howl.
used an average of 4744 .kwh- police force for the past seven
was called here in the Depart- rate,
it is undeniable. An ex- one grand-mother, Mrs. Mammie has directed that a "dynamic"
above the national years. Prior to his entering law
ment of Economic Security Tues- panding,
program of events be planned 60 percent
prosperous population, Dunlap of Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Joe Pace has a traffic stopenforcement. Main farmed and
day.
celebrate
the
to
day.
be
services
Grave
will
side
spreading
red
out
to the suburbs and
per each ,year in a row of
did other work.
Talks by Commissioner Vego beyond,
Wednesday
Further,
personal
invitaconducted
his
t
he
in
at
will need them more,
flags, we believe. Anyway they
He lives at 311 -South 9th
E. Barnes to stalf employes were than
Cemetery.
general
civilians
of
to
the
the
tion
Hazel
ever before. By 1975, the
glifry ae high as his house with
Street with his son.- Charlie Fox
much along the same line as Commerce
welcome
area,
Funeral
Miller
themes
at
Home
his
,
The
he
Department estimates.
blooms bigger than your hand.
Marr. He as one daughter. Mrs.
Bastin's letters' to the children's car
registrations will 'top 100 Hazel has charge of the funeral to their Armed Forces Day visit
Eurie Smith of New Corciird.
home employes— the unfinished million.
arrangements.
slogan.
with
day's
the
Power
Election time is once more on
Mr Manr is 61 years uf age.
WASHINGTON
work of the governor, the" need
T wo
for Peace.
us and the candidate field is
stages of the three-stage satellite
for a friendly General Assembly,
full. Every voter should make
"Here we proudly present the rocket roared up over the earth
and the setting of a standard of
By MRS. L. E. FISK
it a point to familiarize himself
training mission and the activi- for the first time early today
how much is expected.
r herself with the candidates.
ties of our soldiers. underscored from Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.
In the economic security deCounty Publicity Chairman
• •
by the exacting requirements
partment, however, the amount
The Navy announced the two-The voting booth is no time to
Calloway County Homemakers of contribution was 1 per cent,
and the Might of Airborne," stage rocket soared 120 miles up
be guessing as to whom to vote will join other horrstmakers- in
The Murray High School Tig- General Sherburne's invitation
according to informants.
over the Atlantic before the secfor. Voters should make up their the state in observing Home
ers handed the Grove High Blue reads. "...its striking power...
ond stage detached itself and
want
they
before
whh
nieds
'Devils their second loss of the its ultimate mission for Victory
Demonstration Week, April 28roared out to sea.
that time comes.
season with a 3-1 victory behind ...in rhort, its Power for Peace.
May 4, when attention is called
The Navy said the second stage
the four hit pitching of hurler,
to the importance of a program
"Welcome to Armed, Fnrces of the rocket finally fell into
There are several considerations, that is planned. for and by the
Dan Pugh.
I957...and
join with us in the Atlantic after using up its
Day
with the primary one beihg homemakers. Calloway County
Murray scored single runs in this world-wide "salute to the
fuel. 'Me distance it flew was
A Dexter youth was acquitted
which candidate can do the best Homemakers will observe the
the first, third and fourth inn- Defense Establishment, and its
not disclosed.
by a jury in Calloway Countyjob. The taxpayer is the person week in various ways: by a
ings. Grove's only run came in continuing Power for Peace."
The
test
the
was
second
in
a
Mrs. Bertha Jones recently reCourt yesterday on a breach-ofwho foots the salaries of office window exhibit, newspaper artithe third inning.
Fort Campbell's Armed Forces series working up to the firing
ceived a letter from Mrs. Ernest
peace charge.
holders, so they should by all
It
was the fourth victory Day will begin with chapel servcles, radio announcements and A. Hillard, "Kentucky
of
a
three-stage
rocket,
the
Navy
Mother of
. Bobby McKinney 18. had been
means pick the person who can attending
against no defeats for Tiger ices at 10 a.m. and close with
the District Federation the Year 1957." In the letter
said
primarily
it
methods
tested
she
accused by Tom Buchanan. Murdo the job best.
pitcher Dan Pugh.
a retreat parade at 4:30. p.m.
Meeting at the College Auditor- stated that she
high
of
altitude separation of ray of allegedly creating a
had received the
ium on. Friday, May 3.
rocket stages.
third book which had been pubturbanc0 'al Jim'S Roller Rinto,
In the rapid changing pattern lished written by her daughter.
FUGITIVE MONKEYS
However, scientists tracked April 22 when. thc latter ordered
of modern living homemakers Dr. Pauline Hilliard.
with delicate instruments the him Off the premises.
It is -- a
need up-to-date, reliable inforentire night of the two-stage
The 'seven man jury listened
CINCINNATI ith —Zoo keepers mation that will help them in children's 'book and is titled
rocket after it roared skywards. to testimony by McKinney. Ruch"Greater Than Man."
' pinned their hopes on ,flypaper solving problems of the home.
. The Navy said the rocket rose snarl, Sheriff Brigham Futrell
Pauline is well known in Martoday after doped bananas failed
The program planned for this Tay. especially by the college
vertically a short distance, tilted and several Witnesses .,for abiftfr'
to lure two escaped monkeys year's work 'by the homemakers
tovvard the horizon and shot out 4 hours in the circuit court
office
personnel
faculty
and
from a tree.
of Calloway County was draper- having attended and graduated
over the ocean. It said the rocket room and then reached their
l
Murray
State
bowed
out
of
Accomplisha
Holley
slipcovers.
1 0 0 reached a peak velocity of
ies and
from Murray State College sev3.500 verdict in less than 5 minutes.
Ohio Valley title contention Mon- Mathis 2b
ments so far are 40 pairs of eral
3 0
miles an hour.
years ago. While in Murray
day
after
losing
a
double
header
women
Rehm 3b
drapes; 65 slip covers; 8
4
0
0
The
first
test
firing
in the rink told the co t that he di,attending school she spent the
.to the Western Kentucky nine Dingv•-erth lb
3 1 1 satellite project involved
who have taken old slip covers entire four years in the home of
only a covered McKinney and other
at Bowling Green.
Bailey ss
4 1 1 Viking. The big reeket
and upholstered chairs and di- Mrs. Jones.
soared youths parked in a car by the
Bob Daniels, gi a n t Topper Bradley- c
3 0 0 125 miles above the
vans and many more drapes and
earth last business with beer in. their posmoundsman who is sought by .Reed If
slip cesers to be made due to
2 0 0 Dec. 8 at a peak speed of
4,010 session -"I reached for the beer
the Cleveland Indians, cooled the Wells cf
3 0 1 mile: an hour.
the lessons. The safety lessons
and was kicked in the stomach
Breds with a neat three hitter Coleman p
prevent accidents
help
given
3
0
0
I
and almost hit in the, head by
By UNITED PRESS
' to cinch the crown for his club. b Tabor
around the ome and only one
1 00
something," he charged.
He lost his shut out when he
Totals
30 2 3
Southwest Kentucky — Partly minor accident was. reported. A
McKinney and his :companions
yielded a two run homer to a struck out for Stout in 9th
given
was
trends
style
on
study
wittrli
few
cloudy and warm
told the jury that Buchananohit
Jim Batley.
year,
the
of
beginning
out
popped
for
b
Colconan
the
in
at
9th
thunderstorms
this
showers or
the former- over ehe head. causing •
Frank Haviland, the Racers
Western Kentucky ..
afternoon, tonight and Thursday. giving the homemakers inforraaThe Sigma Department of the
a wound which required several
hard luck hurler, was rolling
in
styles
latest
the
on
tion
AB
R
11
Hip today 83, low tonight 65,
Murray Woman's Club requests
stitches.
along with a 4-1 lead in the Smithisen 3b
wellMany
clothing.
:A...
and
fabrics
4
1 I
Tithrsday little change in tempthat anyone interested in registThe youths side swipped annightcap when the Top's pin" Fry 2b
balanced meals have been served cring -their child
3 1 .1
erature.
ins kindergarten
other automobile in their haste
RESIDENTS
of
together
the
White
((Cur
Rock
,
runs
.food
the
for
a
since
5-4
county
Rithards
cf
4 0 1
in the
Charlie °T. Lear. Hazel Road. to leave the area following
next year may register them on
area of Dallas. Texas, are wadthe
sweep. Coleman w a s charged Montgomery as
lesson was given in December. Saturday morning,
3 2 0 has accepted the position of
May 11, at
Melee. They' also admitted
ing near their abandoned homes
with the first game • setback, Stewart lb
to
help
clubs
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
Homemaker
3
0
0
deputy
sheriff
of
9 o'clock * the Carter ElemenCalloway
Coun- chasing seven quarts of beer at'
as flood waters continue to rise
his fourth. Dingwerth homered Barrett If
Covington 53. Louisville 56, Pa- strengthen the home b ya study
4 1 3 ty, Sheriff Brigham Futrell said
tary School,
•
after a week of torrential rains.
the Big Apple, a negro road
in the second game, his third McKinney"ii4 0
ducah 60, Bowling Green 60, of problems related to home0 yesterday.
Plans are to hold classes in
To add to the trials of Texas, a
joint in Henry" County. James
of the campaign.
Lexington 57, London 53 and making. These -problems are
Fargnoli c
.4 9 1
Lear, an army veteran succeeds 0. Overby Was the
tornado struck in the southern
the College Presbyterian Church
attorney for
Murray State
Hopkinsville 65.
aniels p
chosen I& the homemakers to next year due to lack of room' pat t of Tyler causing
4 ,1 1 Gus Gamble who resigned two
damage to
the defendant. County Attorney
AB It H
Evansville, Ind., 69.
Totals
,
meet their needs and wants.
3
6
8
weeks
ago
a
great
to
many
take a job in St. Bob Miller repieserned the plai
at the Carter School.
houses and school&
Stout if,
t
4 0 0
Continued on Pale Three
Louis.
tiff. . •
•

6

First Place
Awards Won
By JCCs

rn

Locally On Autos

"Voluntary"
Contributions
Are Asked

Charlie Marr
Named New
Police Chief

Big Program Is
Promised For Day

eff

Tapia Son Dies At
Hospital Tuesday

Homemakers
To Gather
On Friday

Twg Stage Rocket
Fired Early Today
r —

Hit by Floods

4.1

Tigers Hand
Grove Defeat

Youth Is
Acquitted
Of(liarae

Mrs. Bertha Jones
Hears From "Mother
Of The Year"

4

Murray State Out Of OVC
Title Running; Drops Two

" Weather
Report

Register Children
For Kindergarten •
Saturday May 11

C. T. Lear
New Deputy
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

FISHING, REPORT
Fisherman's One-Stop
Water — 62

PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
1st.,
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes,
and The
-Imes-Herald, October 20, 1928, aed the West Kentuckian,
January
1942.

degrees — Clear
• *Remarks: There
was temporary

slowing down of crappie cooperation over the week end, due
to slight drop in water level
JAMES C. thILLIAILS, PUBL.-1St:LEH
friday night. Therefore catches
We reserve the .right to reject any Advertising.- Letters to
the last two days were. smarier
the Editor,
CHICAGO RA — Here are the
but suil good and were maae
ar Public Voice items which en ow opinion are not for
the best
in 6 to 8 It tv•ater insteau of facts and figures on tonight's
interest ef our readers.
1 to 3 feet. No turther drop Gene Fullmer - Sugar Ray Rub'NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES. WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368
in water Level means mat we inson fight:
Illonroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 254) Park Ave., New York, 307 N.
will be baca to snaliow water
Michigan
Prineinals — Champion Gene
Ave., Chicago, 80 Bolyston Si, Bestor.
and jack pot crappie nshing by
Fullmer of West Jordan, Utah,
uesaay.
▪,111Bkered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transrmssion as
vs. ex-champion Sugar Ray Rubthe above was strictly a passinson of New York.
Second Class Matter
W L Pct GB mg thing ana this is still the
•
Chicago
best crappie season in years,
8 2 800
Title at stake — Fullmer's
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 30c,
per et„ to„
more hate alreauy been taeen world middleweight champion8 4 667 1
Mortal 85c. In Calloway and acijoining counties, per year
83-50: elm' sire York
6 5 545 2,2 inis season man iii me entire ship.
•
lettere, $.5.50.
Cleveland
sear 1JO,
6 6 500 3
Distance — 15 rounds.
Kansas City
6 7 452 312
tiass are now responding; hest
WEDNESDAY — MAY 1, 1957
Place — Chicago Stadium.
'Baltimore
6 7 462 3L'bait so tar Snyster Atiu•neites.
Expected crowd — 14,004).
Detroit
5 8 385 442
rietioenuer. Stripers doing
Expected gate — $300„1,191).
Atte on small white eau yellow
4 10
Television —Nationally by ABC
jigs. Several limit catentis already
at 10 p.m. (EDT) with blackout
reported.
anis is it: Don't wait; next of 150-mile raanis In Chicago
week, next muntn may de too area.
.
•
Chicago 6 Baltimore I.
'
iate fur the real cream ut tne
Radio.— Nationekly by ABC.
Detroit 2 New York 1, 10 inns.
erop.
TV-railio fee •—
Cleveland 5 Washington 1, night
Individual Catches
Fighters' purses
Lach gets
-Kansa&
wane
h1
`1-434(4.frer it 71X.
le;
MISSoure - Dale '1W-=, 30 per cent of net gate and
teNt- treinTrgil
Uflited Pres Sports Writer.
10th inning homer of•f Dave
yard, William E. McKuin, 42 TV-radio money.
Stan Musial is murdering the Hellman.
Chicago's seventh pitch.
crappie, top•2 lbs, minnows. •
' Betting — .Fullmer favored at
tall at a .4,6 •clip and Ted er. broke
up the game.
Bardstown, Kentucky: Carl 2-1.
Williams is right up there at , Left-hander
Johnny Antonelli
Hardesty, Donald Chester, R. EL
Baltimore at Chicago
.426. so if there are any questions t of the Giants
limited the Braves
Greer, Nick Snider, Donald Seay,
Previous fight
Fullmer won
New York at Detroit
about either slowing up, please to seven
hits and contributed
43 crappie up -to 24 lbs, water title from Robinson on unanimous
Boston at Kansas City
don't ask them within earshot a two-run
honer in gaining his
3 to 4 It, minnow;. Ray E. Hahn decision at New York, Jan. 2.
Washington at Cleveland
of ati ;hose shell-shocked Na- ' second
victory. The loss -was
Mr. and 'Mrs. Virgil Lee Hahn,
Ticket prices — $5 to $25. rional and.Ainneekaos4sessive pit- c way, -Milwaukee's second
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Giants Shutout Braves
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The Giants blanked the Braves, at Chicago on Wednesday night.
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Sugar Ray Will Shoot The Works Tonight
In Battle Of Age vs Youth; Fast KO Sought
By JACK CUDDY
United Prose Sports Writer
CHICAGO IC, — Sugar Ray
Robinson will shOot the wares
and gamble on a knockout tonight in his age-vs-youth return
title fight with imadieweignt
cnampion Gene r'utimer at Cmcago Stadium.
that last - minute disclosure
was made touay oy George
Gainfora, long-tune co-manager,
who sant, "nay will cu, louse
with everything he s got and try
tor a knuekout-• in six or seven
rounds.
.
"He couldn't beat Fullmer by
busing turn over the uistance at
New -York- in January; et) he'll
go all-out to stop turn eariy this
tune."
Accordingly, the expected 14,004 tans will aet au-year-old
Rubinson gamole on tiigealg 25year-oid kuluner with ine first
knockout of his career or suffer--•
ing a kayo Toss that will 'send
him into permanent retirement.
On National TV
Promoter Jim Norris predicted
a gate of $200,000. An additional
$100.000 has been paid fur ABC's
national telecast and . broadcast
at IO p.m. EDT. There will be
a TV • blackout on a 150-mile
radius in the Chicago area.
Stocky. muscular Fullmer. a
mining welder from West Jordan,
Utah, tdok the 160-pound crown
from-' slender Ray'on a unanimous
15- round decision at Madison
Square Garden, Jan. 2.
Tonight's return 15 - rounder

stimulated ,the heaviest fight betting in years. The champion
is favored at 2-1, and it's "even
money" that Robinson doesn't
last 'the distance. A month ago,
Fulhher was a 4-1 choice.
If Ray beats Gene tonight he
will be the first man in ring history, in any division, to win the
same title four times. Robinson
was also welterweight (147-1b)
champion before he campaigned
for the 160-pound bonnet.
Fullmer's Record
Since *sopping the title Fullmer
has had two non-title bouts with
Wilf Greaves and Ernie Durand°
and suffered a brow cut in each.
And he was unimpressive in
training. However, the Mormon
mauler is a chips-down fighter,
not a gymnasium performer. 151is
40 victories in 43 fights attest
his prowess.
Robinson los" bqt five of his
147 bouts, and 'hewas stopped
only once — when he collapsed
between rounds from the heat
in his attempt to wrest the light
heavyweight crown from Joey
Maxim in 1952. Because of his
rare prowess, most experts have
tabbed him "an all-time great."
If tonight's show draws its
expected $200,000 gross gate,
gate, each fighter should wind
up with about $78,000. Each receives 30 per cent of the net gate
and TV-radio money. It would
be Fullmer's largest purse.
Tonight's fight will be scored
by a referee and two judges on

a five-point-must system The
winner of a round gets five
points and the loser, from one to
four. For an "even" rounds, cacti
gets five points.
HERB ON PACUND
CLEVELAND tIP — The Cleveland Indians, at the .500 mark
in the standings- for the first
time this season, sent Herb Score
to the mound today in quest
of another victory against Wash- y
ington.
Score, who hasn't been beaten since an opening day loss
to Chicago, has two victories
to date. He will be opposed
by Carrillo Pascual of the Senators, who has a 1-2 mark.
The Indians' 5-1 decision over
the Senators Tuesday night was
the first of the season for Bob
Lemon, although the righthander
neodrd -- assistance -from - rettever'.
sae
Ray Narleski.
Narelski pitched hitless ball
after Lemon left in the eighth.
A "PL G" N

KE

FULTON, Miss. 118 -e 0. R.
Cooper rode into town and tied
his horse to sthe nearest thing
to a hitching post — a parking
meter. He returned later to find
a -parking ticket tucked under
the bridle between the horses's
ears. Cooper forgot to put a
nickel in the meter.
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REDUCED PRICES ON ALL PITTSBURGH FIRST
QUALITY FRESH PAINT

PLUMBING CO.

* PREMIUMS WITH QUANTITY PURCHASES

25-ft. PLASTIC. LAWN HOSE reg.$25°

$1.49
1 lot Aluminum SCREEN DOOR GRILLS rege 225 $1.59
4-inch NYLON PAINT BRUSH $450 %alue
$2.49

)(11%‘ OPEN
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4th and PINE STREETS
MURRAY, KY.
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See These And Many Other Bargains
*II DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
FREE INSPECTION

Register For Door Prize Each Day

TERMITES
—Licensed and Insured—
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Calloway County Lumber Co.
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Hurray State.. Singer All
Shook Up"
Over Songs

----W-ontinued from
Page One)
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Quigg Enjoys
Trip Through
Europe

,E - Mathis, Railey,
Fry. RBI"
...4ailey 2, Richards 2, Daniels,
itarrett 2, Fargnuli. HR Bailey,
Daniels. SB - Dingwerth, Montgomery. SF --- Stewart. Left Murray 8, Western 5. 1311 . Coleman 3, Daniels
By WILLIAM EWALD
By DOC QUIGG
11. HBP United Press Staff Correspondent United Press Staff Correspond
Daniels (Reed, Bradley).
ent
NEW
YORK,
(95
Gisele MacSecond Game
PARIS
V
kenzie,
-Dear
exiting
diary:
from "Your Hit
Murray State
An Alp may be a grim and
AB R H Parade" after a four-year hitch,
spastly hunk of ice-covered rock
is
all
shook up.
ilh lington cf
4 0 0
"It's the songs," corrualained IT you're trying to climb it, but
Browning 3b
4 0 2
the view from the air of the Alps
Reed rf
2 1 1 Miss Mackenzie today. "They're
Dingwerth lb .
4 I I horfibte.- rive out of seven tunes just befOre dusk aS you wing
Rushing If
3 2 1 on the 'HiteRarade' survey right over them on the Rome-Paris
Rehm ss
4 0 1 now are rock 'n' roll tunes. You flight is one of the most beautiG. Tabor
2 0 0 take something like 'All Shook," ful this correspondent has seen
Stout c
3 0 0 Up' - awful, the bottom of the.in some years of travel on all
Haviland p
continents,,, plus assorted sea2 0 0 barrel.
"I. tell you, the tunes are so scapes.
Wells p
0 0 0
bad that even my elevatosi Man_
Our Pan American DC nickTotals
Thas stopped' tfatchljg The Slinw. èdthiweste'n edge Of tne Alps
Western
'40
*
AB R H And that's really something when shortly before 8 p.m., and' sudGarrett 3b
' 2 0 0, your own elevator man, right denly, in a breath-catching terFry 421)
1 0 0 in your building, won't look at rain change, the knife - sharp
Seheffer ef
peaks were jutting up close to
3 1 1 your show."
M fgs Mackenzie, -a Canadian us. The towering lridges were
Lane ss-3b
3 1 1
Stewart lb
2 1 1 who became a United States blanketed in pure white, stretchWright 2b
1 0 0 citizen on April 1, recalled that ing off to either 'side of solemn
Petitt p
1 0 0 only • four years ago- thls, nation's march, gleaming in the gathering
a McKinney
1 1 1 Musical product was easier on
Bagby If
Sees Mont Blanc
2 0 0 her sanity.
b Richards
Now and t.hen in a deep valley
Says Songs In Rut
1 1 1
rf
"When I first arrived on the clusters of lights mark little
1 0 0
Schem rf
1 0 0 show- they were singing things towns, snug and sleepy. To the
c Barrett
1 0 1 like 'Stranger In Paradise," 'Mou- right looms Mont Blanc (15,781
Rautter c
lin Rouge' and 'Ebb Tide' - feet, the guidebook says) and In
3 0
Smith p
songs with taste and melody, the distance, the Matterhorn, 14,1„(1
780.
Browning p
singer's songs," she said.
0 0
Not long after the Alps, you're
Montgomery ss
"But now we're in a real
-1 - 0
Totals
25 5 6 rut which is one reason, I sup- coming down onto Le Bourget
a singled for Petitt in 7th
pose, why I'm not to unhappy
about leaving the show. You
b singled for Bagby in 7th
know, in our Easter show, they
c singled for Sehef in 7th
E - Tabor, Garrett, Lane, had me as a sleeping princess.
'het. RBI - Dingwerth 2, Rehm,' The prince woke me with a kiss
Stewart. Richards 2, Barrett. 3B and I started singing 'All -Shook
-Seheffer. HR - Dingwerth. Up.' Can you imagine?
"The choreographer kept .telb.
SF- Stewart. DP - Wright An
just T-H-I-N-K it's
Lane to Rautter. Left - Murray ing kine
6, Western 3. BB - Haviland 1, a beautiful ballad. But who can
Smith 3, Petitt 2. SO - Havil- think 'All Shook Up' is a beautiand 6, Smith 2, Browning 1. ful ballad? You know, some day
HO - Haviland 5 in 6. Welts I'd like to meet Elvis Presley
1 in 0, Smith 4 in 4. Pettit 1 who's responsible for all this.
in 1, Browning I in 2. W - All I'd have to say to him
would be-thanks buddy, thanks
#etitt. L - Haviland.
a lot."
MAKARIOS LEAVES FRIDAY
Tennagers' Fault
•
"Nk
The fault lies in the teenagers,
LONDON AK
A government Miss Mackenzie believes. "They
spokesman ,confirmed today that buy the records and influence
Cypriot Archbishop Makarios will the survey. They buy all these
leave his exile villa in the Sey- records , that sound like a guy
- chelles -Islands Friday aboard is playing on a kazoo or somethe tanker 'Olympic Thunder" thing. I wish the kidg would
owned by Aristotle Onassis.
take a tonic or something and
get over the whole thing," she
MUST BE A SHOCKER
said.
"The strange thing is, kids
HOLLYWOOD nit - Warner don't even watch our show. A
. Bros. believes it is the. first film teen-ager would be caught dead
studio to insure itself against • than even admit she .i'as in
a possible "shaky" production. on a Saturday night. Our show
The studio announced today it is for the young marrieds, the
. has taken out earthquake in- older people, and I'm sure they
suffince on the RIM. "Pal Joey," feel rock 'n' roll is for the birds,
now being itipied in San Fran- too."
cisco.
•Miss Mackenzie, who'll launch
her own half-hour variety show
on NBC-TV this fall, has been
A FINE MARRIAGE
planning to ankle out of "Your
LOS ANGELES
- A traffic Hit Parade" for a year now.
violation paid of fin- wedding Jack I3ennY's "J and M." firm
bells for..Jack R. Volk. Volk, will produce the new offering.
22. was married Friday by Judge
Albert Wheatcroft, who recently
LONDON V - The Duke of
fined him $15, to Nancy Charon Edinburgh will give a felevision
Rueb, a court employe who col- lecture on his recent round-thelected thr- fine.
o rid
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Airport, Paris, where "Lindbergh
did it" 30 years ago next month.
And now . . . April in Paris
. . horse chestnuts in blossom
. . . lunch at Maxim's ($7.00)
. . . city of 1.400,000 trees
(tourist bureau figure) . . .
Colette Patierzn fine figure of a
blonde from the tourist bureau
. .
many quni$ ihops, labeled
"snack-bar" . . .
"Touring with Colette. . ."Behold," she says, "ze banks of ze
Seine - lovers, people bathing,
people fishing, people doing nozzing. See here, ze Bois du Boulogne with many trees - veree
pleasant in ze day but at night
veree dangertitts - 90 per
of Paris crime is taking place
here at night - also much love
making, but also dangerous."
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today may not be delivered_ Ile, apr Force . .13q,ss
Kammhuber
WORTH HIS WEIGHT
fore 1961. '
•
tali a clear anti-Nazi record and
By that tlrr, according to Was renkatedly relieved
RIB
LAKE, Wis. IF - Auction
of posts
Air Force Chief Lt. Gen. Josef in Word War II due
to rows goers decided that state Sen.
Kammhuber, the Soviet air force witt H tIer. All senior
tutfwaffe Clifford W. Krueger was worth
is expected to have planes cap- officers must pass
muster with more than a penny a pound
able of flying one and a half a screttling committee
wh i c h when he puf himself on the
times the speed of sound.
checks heir politcal background. auction block to raise funds for
Kemmhuber, 60, a pint-sized, Most 1 the failuts-to-be
were landscaping the village grounds.
quiet-spoken former fighter pilot, too yotgig to have
Krueger, who weighs 432 pounds,
been Nazis.
wants planes and flying crews
sold for $1.58.
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
second to none in quality for
United Press Staff Correspondent
the tactical force of 20 wings, TOLL-COLLLCTION RECORD
AWARDS ORDER OF GARTER
BONN, Germany 1111 - The and 3,300 planes planned for
LONDON IP - Queen ElitaBALBOA, Canal Zone 1111 Luftwaffe, once a symbol of 1961.
He says the rate of build-up Tolls collected by the Panama beth awarded the Order of the
terror from the air, today boasts
only six fully trained jet fighter depends almost entirely on pilot Canal during March set an all- Garter to retiring NATO Secretraihink. .which began...only nine time munthLy ,
pilots
of $3,- tary-General Lord Isrnay. The
-'
All are in their mid 30s and months ago. The six men now 608,744, it was announced today. order of the Garter is the sovstill fly only in formations with quilified to fly jets are scheduled A total of 6,458 ships used the ereign's highest personal decoratheif U. 5.* Air Force instructors. to become squadron and wing canal during the first nine months tion.
of the current fiscal year, paying
West German defense planners commanders.
BOOKIES, POLICE ,COMPLETE
$28,872,008 in -tolls.
have always admitted that reQuin, A VIP
U. S. - Canadian Trained
Down the Seine and up the building an air force would be
BOSTON
- It's a neckDut to the lack of native
NEEDS A LIFT
Seine on the "Eforde Fretigny," the slowest and toughest phase
and-rieck race between bookGerman instructors, the burden
the boat on_ which_ Queett_Eliza• • .rearinasuent--zmakers-and- -*pollee --trffieere'lit
oTfàig have fallen
ATLANTA
- Fifteen min- Massachusetts. State
beth cruised the river On her
it will be the slowest because
Crime Commainly on the United States and utes late for
an appointment, missioner oseph
recent visit. Noted only o n e for 10 years of Allied occupation
Ford said "state
city elevator inspector Nelson T.
"Yankees go home" sign on the Germans wtre banned from the Canada.
tax figure show there is 'one
The Luftwaffe should haveexplained he had been bookie for
concrete wall facing the river. air and this "country has no
ery pohce officer."
to 40 trained pilots by the end trapped in ,a
The boat was specially built for pool of trained pilots. The surstilled, self-service He said there are 10,000
policeof this year when two pursuit elevator. '
VIV's to cruise in (our press vivOrs of the Lufti.vaffe's battle-men in the state.
group was guest of the tourist hardened squadrons of World War squadrons and on e transport
bureau, naturally). Still on the II are men in their 30s who squadron will be organized and
back of the top deck was the have not flown for more than
The present strength is 236
observation cage in which the a decade.
,
planes, including 19 F84F fightQueen rode; it is built of bulletIt will be the „toughest due
er-bombers. The rest., are light
proof glass.
to the astrunornal cost of buildT 11,410,11kotoliw OF"IIMMIFICINT OBSESSION"sy
propeller - driven trainers, jet
Went to Eiffel Tower. Looks as ing planes and air fields.
trainers .and transports.
if it were drawn aginst the sky
No Construction Plants
At present tire Luftwaffe has
by Saul Steinberg. Went to
Germany has no aircraft cononly two bases of its own and
Louvre Museum. Must report the struction plants and
no modern shares four others
with the United
Mona Lisa's eyes do not follow jet air fields. The
supersonic States. A $375
million program
you "everywhere you go. She machines ,she orders
from Can- calls for 25 new
NATO air bases
looks only toward her left, but adaHritain, the
United States in West
Germany but_work has
smiles in all directiona-.
yr* AGNES MOOREHEAD •
and other Atlantic pact countries.-iiiil
CONRAD NAGEL
-begun.

Luftwaffe Now Boasts
6 Jet Pilots

dirapAAr

ENDS
THURS.

JANE WYMAN•ROCK HUDSON

To
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•

•

•

LADIES

DRESSES

SLACKS

$3.88

All Sizes
and Colors

values to $7.98
- Sizes 28 to 34 - •.„.„

LADIES

SUIT

1160...9988
$

2

NOW $5.88
NOW $9.88
NOW

COTTON PLISSE or RAYON
Values to $1.98

SOCKS

NOW 1.00

Values

NOW

5 PAIRs sl oo

$8.88

BOY'S

GIRLS DRESES
reg.

•

to $2.98
$4.98

NOW 88c
NOW $1.88

reg. to

•

to 29c

Guaranteed 5 mos. Wear

LADIES TOPPERS
NYLON or ORLAN
Values to $12.98

PAIRS $961)

MEN'S WORK

LADIES NIGHT WEAR

EXPERTS TRACE NEW COMET'S PATH
S

DRESS *

Values to $8.98

•

•

MEN'S SUMMER

IVY LEAGUE

CAPS
7

Belted Backs
from 6 1 2

Sizes

Values to $1.69

LADIES SLIPS

•

•

BIG DIPPER

II"

0
4
•

Imported
PIMA COTTON
L

Ladies CASUAL SHOES

:
5
*
*

Cool Mesh Weaves - Wedges
Values to $3.98
NOW

•

Reg. $6.98

•

Girls DUSTERS

ft

FOR

Values to $2.98

Girls TOPPERS

Girls PEDAL PUSHERS

•

lezges7
:-cl 4

•

•

••
•

•

Our entire stock of boys suits
and coats are being reduced.
All sizes!
BOYS LONG AND SHORT SLEEVE -

•

111
BROKEN LINES indicate path to be taken by Comet Arend-Roland
betwecn April 25 and May 20, when it will be visible to sky-watchers,
according to the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium in New
York. While the comet, since its discovery by Belgian astronomers
last November, has created keen interest in the astronomical world,
it will not be as spectacular as boped for. When it first appears, say
experts, It will have faded to approximately the brightness of the
, faintest star in the Big Dipper and will be very close to the horizon

REMEMBER

20
%
Off
Values to $1.00

ALL LEATHER
ALL SIZES
- Values to $1.99 -

IVISIT OUR BARGAIN TABLE
'

ALL TYPES OF ITEMS
FROM ALL DEPARTMENTS

4th & Maple
-

frir

-

•

4

•
•

'50c

STORE

Use Our
LAY-A-WAY

/ In th• northwest and move slightly higher la:the sky each night

•

$1.00

NOW

CHILDREN'S SANDALS
Now 9iV

ammr

Mother's Day

2prs.$1.00

SPORT SHIRTS

GIRLS BABY DOLL PAJAMAS
- Sizes 4 to16 values to $1.49 NOW 79c or 2 for $1.50

CAPELLA
•

FoR1.00

Sizes 4 to 12

values to $1.00

Boys SUITS and SPORT COATS

$588

Sizes 5-10 - Washable Nylon - Only 7 Left!

#

SHORTS

•

2 for $3.00

$488

Reg. $9.98

NORTH •-•iSTAR•

$1.98

BOY'S

Cotton Cord

MEN'S LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS

Size 7 to 14- Fully Lined - Only 8 Left!
•

'1.00

VALUES TO $2.98

Full or Half Slips- Nylon - Acetate - Cotton

P
• ....ale••
•
•
•
•••

•
•

98c

_

Phone 1925

•
r
...m11118111111111111111116-mesideaddissm
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THE LEDGER

Women's Page

Weddings

Jt Burkeen, Editor"... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Club News

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Locals
Activities

elleimmle•••••••.

Luncheon Is Held
By Calloway ACE
At Kentucky Lake

11957 Flower Show
To Be Thursday
The l97 flower, Show will

Andru
m:0ns Engagement
. s-Shi
.

WEDNESDAY — MAY 1, 1957

Mrs. lack Frost Is
. Household Hints
United Press
Program Leader For Tasty By
dressing for fruit salads:
The Atpha Meeting combine Us cup molasses, I cup

Ledger & Times File
mayonnaise or salad dre•-ing and
The Alpha Department of the
R. H. Falwell, Jr.,. son of Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell
3 tablespoons lemon -3
.Murray Woman's Club held its
of'Murray, will preach at the First Baptist. Church Sunwell.
.regular monthly meeting at the
day night, May 4, at the regular service. Falwell, whck
club house on Saturday, April
Irk -es
has completed requirements for a doctor's degree at
In
preparing
27, at two-thirty o'clock in the
cover moist cookery fishes. -Oth- Snuthern Baptist Theological Seminary at Louisville will
afternoon.
erwise, the escape of islissgtoivsilik visit with his parents here for approxi
mately 10 days
Mrs. Jack Frost was in charge make the food city and sebtehl•of.'whipeore attending the Southern
Baptist Convention at St.
of the program on the theme,
Louis, Mo.
The
"Love's light glows the longest—
•
iaMr. and Mrs. Walter Taylor returned to Washington,
Yet. Wrong is always wrongest." tion sug • -••••••••• e,
/eV, -shred D. C., last
week following a visit with Mrs. Taylors
.
' The program centered around mushroo
.49.1pda 411' mother,
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Sr.
the famous Kentucky fiction additio
1o
s
Funeral services were held at Brooks Chapel Saturwriters and Mrs. Frost commentGarm
ed briefly on some of them and
'sit sUch Abrics day for Mrs. Dora Southerland, Dexter resident, who
placed the late Felix Holt high as nylo
on tend died at her home early Thursday morning.
to pic
on the list.
Burial was in Garden Cemetery.
urn other
garmerrasein the mine.seests.rei.veti 1.
Carl Ferrara, former Murray State grid star,
said
Mrs. Frost introduced three colored labels
should be removed Tuesday that he would not return
to his post next year
Murray State College students before -putting
Oliir senile wash. as athletic director and
coach at Marion.
who presented stories and articFarrara is .married_ to. the former Ann Farley
les ..b51 Xi:mucky. writers. Miss
af MurBy-1 Ilin—
eePress ray. They have one child.
Jerry Crider discussed "What's
Wipe the inte
uf a refrigerA Kentuckian" by A. B. Guthrie; ator once a we
Mid-ter
m
enrollment begat) Monday, April 21,
len a weak
acMiss Judy Shoemaker, "The Lord solution of balu
soda or borax. cording to Dr. Edward Carter, head of the educational
Will Provide" by Irvin S. Cobb;
department.
and Bruce McDade, "Blackberry
Picture glass
best cleaned
Winter" by Robert Penn Warren. with a cloth w
-out of hot
=line chairman of the depart- water and dippe in
alcohoL
m nt Mrs. G.
at the meeting and •eonimented
A TIMELY DIAGNOSIS
briefly on "Careers That Count"
%hien is the subject of Murray
CHICAGO WA-. Awe Illinois
Hospital Week, She told of the State Medical !licitly says the
work of the Hospital Auxiliary. common charac eristie of a reOfficers elected for the new curring annual iU4ess "is a wish
club year were Mrs. Scott, chair- tu'depaart from all routines which
506 W. Main St.
Telephone 13C
man; Mrs. Hunter Hancock, vice- 1 form a part itplitly,kiyogski: The
"YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN
chairman; Mrs. Robert Horniby, ' illness? Spring ft.
CO.'
secretary; Mrs. H. C. Woodbridge,
treasurer.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the
hostesses who were grs. Louise
Dick. Mrs. C. S, Lowry, Miss
Flos Robbins, Mrs. H. C. Woodbridge,- Mrs. W. S. Swann, and
Miss Rezina Senter.
• •••

be 'held by the Garden DepartThe Calloway County Associa- ment of the Murray
Woman's
tion of Childhood Education Club at the club house
on Thursclosed its ,year's work with a day. May 2. from two-thirt
y
potluck luncheon held • at the o'clock in the afternoon
to seven
Kentucky Lake cabin of Mrs. o'clock in the evening.
•Eula Mae Doherty on Saturday.
Mrs. Walter Miller and Mrs.
April 27. at one o'clock in the Olin Moore, co-chairmen for the
afternoon.
show, invite the pubic to attend.
• • .s •
Miss Vanda Gibson, president-elect for next year, gave an interesting report. of The ACE
luncheon held during the KentQiky
Associatiunal
meeting in Louisville.
Mrs. Henty K. West was hosOther new officers are Mrs.
Thrs-a Crawford of Kirksey, tess for the meeting of the newvice-president; Mrs.- Louise Ov- ly organized circle far the young
erbey of IMuray High, secretary- women of the Woman's Society
treasurer; -"Mrs. Lourelle Forest of Christian Service of the Hazel
of New Concord, , .publirations Methodist Church held en Thurs. -Aprils-9k'
-Chairman.
o'clock in the-evening.
,
retiring
president is Mrs.
The
An interesting program was
Doherty.
_ .
Mrs. Forest of New Concord. presented with Mrs. Torn Sctuggs
-in charge. Others appearing- en
Mrs.
Doherty.
Mrs. „ Bonnie the program were
Miss Marlene
Crouch. Mrs. Lula Bell Hodge*,
Edwards, Mrs. Roy Provine. Mrs.
and Mrs. Gela Ellis, all of
Dub Russell Mrs. Carl A. DickMurray High, were the hostesses.
erson, and Mrs. West. .
Approximately - eighteen mem' The president..Mrs.-West. prebers and one visitor, Miss Fransided. Names . were &awn for
ces Smith. were present... •
sunshine friends.
.• • • •
Refreshinents were served '•to
the eight members present.
The next meeting Will 10 held
May 23 at the hohteiof Mrs. Roy I
Provine.
URBANA. Ill. If• —The words
• a • --a
"rug" and "carpet" are not
. synonymous, say „.floor covering
experts.
and Mrs. B. J. Hoffman
For instance, if the floor covering runs from wall to wall.... recently returned • from a vacathat's a carpet. But if it w a,s tion trip to Ft. Lauderdal. Fla.
made to a specific size, say 9 by 7-where they visited with their
daughter and family, Mr. and
12 feet.. then it's a rug.
•
University of - Illinois textile Mrs.- Marvin•Hodges.
Miss Alta Faye Andrus
• ••
and
111
.itis say there
Mt. and Mrs. John Gardner
are a number of factors to be
• Mrs. Lectra Andrus of Murray announces th0 enratvePond Rout t.'
C,-)ssey of
considere
...• d in deciding v.- nether - TWO are the parents of • a son. gnent and approaching marriage. of her daughter, Alta
a rug or a carpet is better for a
Carl Glen. weighing nine pounds. Faye to Donald Curdts Simmons, son of Mr. and Mrs.
room.
be,rr.
on Saturday, April 20, at John Howard Simrnons of Mobile, Alabama.
If a temporary floor covenng
The bride-elect, whose father was the late Grover
ByGAY PAULEY
Holpital.
Murray
the
•
is needed, a
. rug is best since
. ••
C. Andrus, was graduated from Murray Training Scgool United Press Staff Correspondent
wall-to-wall carpets should be • -Mr. and Mrs. Charles .Richard and received her B.S. degres...in Home Economics from I, NEW YORK IP —The houseI
permanent fixtures. A large .
amount of trasffic in a room calls I Palrnateer. 1606 Miller Avenue, Murray State College. She is a member of Sigma Sigma hold of Charles Van Doren; the
for a rug too, since it can be announce the birth of a son. Sigma social sorority, Kappa Delta Pi honorary educa- college professor who won one
turned in order to spread the ' Michael Richard. w.eigisng eiglit tional Uaternity and the Home Economics Club. At pres- of television's richest quiz show
prizes will be run on a budget.
, pounds. born on Tuesday; Apr:: ent. she is employed as Home Economi
wear.
es teacher in PopWho says so?
Rugs also are easier to clean, a 23. at the Murray Hospital. •
lar Bluff High School, Poplar Bluff. Mo.
Mrs. Charles Van Doren, a
vacuum tan reach the edges as - f
Mr. Simmons was graduated from Murray Training bride
of 10 days.
ter and the 'rug easily can 1. mAYFLOwEst NEARS_ AZORES School and is a senior industrial
arts major at Murray
"Every home has to run on
taken up for sending to a cleanState' College. He is vice-president of Epsilon Pi Tau, some sort of financial plan, don't
er..
honorary industrial arts fraternity, and a member of the you think?"; said the former
• • • It
LONDON RP' — The Mayflower
so
Industrial Arts Club.
Geraldine Ann Bernstein. in an
11.12&t
.ed today a is about
TWO. FOR ONE
‘‘,..eddin
The
g will take place Sunday. June 2, at four interview. "Ours isn't yet. But
•
5
s"-IS'est of the Straits .1
NASHVILLE. Tenn. —
—1Gibialtar and headed for , the o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist 'Church. Only we will get around to it. Right now, we're just trying to get
Morns Thurman caught a one- Azr•ges at a speed of six and out of, to•tvia invitations are being
mailed. All friend.& and
settled."
pound catfish in the Cumberland one-half knots. Sk.pper
relatives are cordially invited to attend.
Mrs. Van Doren, 23, slim, brtie
River, put it on his string and Villiers radioed he espec",
pease ,and-charming, waS"ficininddroepr4, ii-. -back.into the seet.s.sAle---s-at- Ptrinietrtr.-- Maas.:.
ed the family budget was off to
When he pulled Up his string more days. The replica Pugrim
a good start with her husband's
he found he had two catfish, ship has been 1••••ovirig
he
quiz show winnings of S129.000.
A second one had tried to swal- European coast s,
to can...
That their marriage in the Virlow the first but just got stuck I the trade winds, I.r the trans- ,
Wednesday. May 1
The United Church Women of gin Islands
since each weighed ,one 'pound.
April 17. will save
Atlantic trip.
The Faxon Mother's Club will Murray and Calloway County
Van Doren an estimated $20.000
meet in the lunch room at three- will observe May fellowship
day in income taxes because the
llirty o'clock for their last meet- with a pet luck luncheon at
the couple may file a joint return
-g of the year. All mother's College" Presbyterian Church
at for 1957.
re urged to attend. •
twelve-thirty o'clock.
"Well, I don't feel like a tax
• • ••
•• • •
deduction." she said. 'But I do
Saturday,. May 4
'feel wonderful, being Charlie's
Thursday. May 2
The Woodmen Circle Juniors wife."
The Altar S000.ty of Si. Leo's will meet at two-thirty
o'clock
The new Mrs. Van Doren was
"'hurch will have their regular at the W.O.W. Hall
for the born in Pittsburg
h. attended
- ,- eeting at seven-thirty o'clock regular May meeting
and to Simmons College in Boston
for
.•. the home of Mrs..Ed Fenton. plan summer 'activities.
two years, and was graduated
•••
••••
admission
from New York. University in
The Garden Department of the
1955. majoring in English. "But
VACCINE STILL SAFE
'Jurray. W,•man's Club will haite
Charlie is the brains of the fam..s Flower Sh,,w at the club
CHICAGO 1114 — The head,..„of
,use horn two-thirty to seven the Chicago Board of Health ily." she said.
to all
She met Van Doren. 31, a.pro.'c:ocV7-7Tre public is invited.
said today Salk anti-polio vacfessor at Columbia University, at
•
r •
cine can be- used saUtly even
Temple Hill Chapter Ni. 511 during. the height of a major the home of mutual friends more
irder of the Eastern Star will outbreak of the disease. But Dr" than a -year ago. "I .don't know
•se its regular meeting at the Herman Bundesen added that what first attracted me to him",
she said today. "I just found
.11a11 at
o'clock.
the best time to inoculate a
r,,mrr Imilv against polio is before myself talking to him. I'm aut
a terribly aggressive type.",
It was -Mrs. Van Doren who
first' Suggested that Van Doren,
whose salary at Columbia is
$4,400 a year, try for a spot on
The most profitabl•
one of television's quiz shows.
I ev•r made was to
He ended up with a long run on
"Twenty One". When his fan
mail reached the "snowed under" stage. she left her job in
the legal department of London
Records to become his secretary.
Van Doren will continue his
teaching job, but also has been
signed y the 'NBC Network- at
150.000 a year to become consultant on public affairs. and
This siesr. Tore Tamers are
planting
educational programs.
En fir', If)!aid Seed Cur,,
than eVelf
Mrs. Van Doren said she had
Em-f,$rr.. Top s /I' Ids, economica
l cost —
no immediate plans to work, but
no better .it any price.
didn't know about the future.
TI ere'T an adapted ErribroIlabrid
rt,
r7 wo, climate. matunly
PAULEY'S DAUGHTER INJURED
Gra/ fe.ete.g requirrment.
Aniurig
0,, rm.,fjopiilar are
•
MONTERElt. Calil.
EYBRO 36 -best For ferrite soli,
Jean Paulus., 19-year old dastghEMee0 49-best o'lpurpose
ter of Los Angeles oilman Edwin
typo
W. Pauley, was in serious condiEMBRO 95-best quick-matv
nag,
tion here today from injuries
•c$11 soil%
•
suffered when'her'ear was sideEMBRO 10i-best for ensilage
swiped by a hit-run auto are:
-EraBRO 155w- Lies. white,
oil soli
iht•ii" nearly cut in half by a
ALSO U. S. 13 and MISSOURI 8
third car. .
. •
Miss Pauley, a sophomore at
the Univci4ity of California, suffered a fractured arin - and frac-astrrei pet'. Is in Itlf• accident. Saturday. Her 'companion, 1,y n n
Phone 337
Worthington, 20, another CC stuMaple Street
dent, suffered a scalp injury.

.11rs. Henry K. West
, Hostess Fot_r_oung
Women's Circle

Carpet Or Rug?
Depends On Need .

PERSONA

LS-

SOCIAL CALENDAR

VARSITY THEATRE
MIDNIGHT SHOW
FRIDAY 11:00 p.m.

An Unwed Mother
Dares To Reveal
Her Intimate True
Story!

ENekte

CHECK
OUR
PRICES

Farris Popcorn Company

.5

.

41%

•
•

imunsalinen••

•

•
•••

sa.
a.

tip

1

MURRAY LOAN CO.

CRASS
FURNITURE COMPANY
invites you to

ae -

enjoy the world's
most refreshing sleep
'f',

eTeatest mattregs invention of all

'69"

Perfect Sleepei*Msr
MATTRESSES AND
'
S:MISS

•
MAW St A URSA ASSOUATE

Gives you both
TOP SOFTNESS

NAL OR TWIN SIZE
Matching be. spring som•Jow price

Serta Perfect Sleeper is truly the greatest
mattress invention of all...the only mattress
that gives you both top softness to relax
every muscle and deep support for spine-level
rest. Patented Sertaliner Construction floats
your weight over all the inner-springs, assures you the world's most refreshing sleep.
Come in...make the Perfect Sleeper demon-

DEEP SUPPORT

stration yourself!

Every teen-ager MUST
see it ...
Every parent
SHOULD

74 c

I;
/

Make Money With Classifieds

Van Doren
Household To
Be On Budget

golden

10 Years Ago This Week

I.

in one mattress!
tO
MIS MOMTIMIS

advertised
Ifte
Journal of It,.
American Medical
Association
ADVERTISED

IN
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•
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•
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A
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ek

S Pim "rd

and Main St. Phone 1303.
M4C
-SEWING MACHINES, Necch
Domestic, Brother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex 210 S 4th
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091.'
M5C
•
TWO ROW tractor corn drill
with the point hook-up. Call
Hy-2-3140 or see ,Robert Craig,
Route 2, Hazel:
M1C
•
TWO GOOD USED washing machines guaranteed to be in good
shape. M. G. Richardson, phone
74.
M1C

NOTICE

Saturt, who

r, said
a year

hill overlooking the city, began erecting a higle'wall to protect it from flying rocks and
bullets.
The post office, which stands

FOR SALE

Eir

11

if Mur21, acational

eds

14 FT. ALL STEEL John Boat
"trailerboat", no trailer needed,
has tree-Mere TVWCCIS:-11340 -Harley
74 motercycle:Ple. 792, 518 S. 6th
St., after 5:00 p.m:*
Ml

_CROSSWORD- PUZZLE-

13--4Jirl's name
14-Man's
no.kname
IS-Ptifeigned
I7-1tanted
16-(1aelt•

measure
67-Printer's
measure
33-4'lothes
4o,
-Crate
42-1
,
2tIony.
43,•5noils
. 48-Fitting
moment
47-Number
4S-Reverence

ne-e.sesee Y VI/
climate (1)1.)
Bo-Near
22-Earth goddess
23-Faus. pan
24-Ascend
26-PoInt of
, intersection

A9-11urrled

5

v

5

DOWN

Si-So be it
61-Con1ense4
' moistu.11

11*--Fusa

6

a

'1 .

4

RU

.
.S4

llUU

,/
al
1;-11
27 4

- ;1111111111111.17 AI
•
*4
33
A
V
.4.
r4:

il
si

•

1-Chicken
2-Man's name
,.- 3-Partner
4--Itrief
S-Wings
6-Sick
,-Note of scale
6-Proverbs
9-Choice

lu--Leclare
11 - -Corn monists

Min
011

III

,

14-impel
11.-Wash lightly
If-Spacious
20-31araws
21,-Nuat
23-.Salt solution
27,-Indefinite data
27-Nlemorandurn
23-Slugger hired
by racketeers
(slang)
In-Portion
71-.Made ready
14-PaFrnort

Maeichird
nc-Pvrforms
17

e
illa

•

.4

in .the center of" town near the
It is in the middle of the norgovernnient - building, also has mal riot area on the
road which
been heavily saedbagged and
leads to foreign embassies and
provided with steel shutters.
legations
Normal Riot Area

111 Sie day. Minimum of 17 words for 80c — 8c per
word for th roe days. Classified ads are payable in advance.

Stone from this date on. Signed BIDS WILL BEeeaccepted• for
Mr. and Mrs. Trellis Stone,
maintenance
of Temple
Hill
M3P
. Cemetery at Temple Hill Chinch,
May
4,
at
1
p.m.
•
M1C
MONUMENTS
FREE ESTIMATES on awninge
Murray Maible & Granite Works, and venetian blinds.
Call 1310.
builders of fine meisorials for Stroud Upholstry
Shop.
M24C
over half century. Porter White,
Manger. Phone 121.
M27C SINGER. SEWINC Machine representative in Mgray. For sales, GIRL'S Summer Dresses size 3.
01
7(31.
-TWANT to rent a wash- service and repair, Contact Mr. Call 659-M or see Mrs. Rudell
M2C
ing machine for 30 days call A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone Parks, 914 Sycamore.
M. _a. Richardson, phone_24.
2250e-J.
/0124C NICE '2 bedreom home. MIRY,
M1C
newly decorated. Nice lot. One
_
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted
WE, THE UNDERSIGNED, are walls, rugs, upholstery, hardwood block i from college. Only $5750.
no longer responsible for any and tile floors. Phone Jesse L. GOOD, NEW 4 room home. on
one acre. About 4 Frites • out.
debts incurred by Floyd Buren Tucker, 1936-W.
MIP
House not completed. A bargain.
only $2500.
Answer te Veste•elay'e Purrie
NICE, MODERN house on nine
re ablaut '2-mtlre nut- on hwy.
.., 30,,:NIscous mud '
.ACR08111
2 ,GOOD FARMS about 4 miles
31-A is.
out in one of best farming secPronoun
,
,
112-Harmony of
1. 4-Caudal . •
souttd•
Galloway Insurance and
tions.
. 34-Reject
appendage
Real Estate Agency, Murray, Ky.
3:,-WI1,e out
8-At a dist:tore
13-Period of flute'34-Japanese
M2C
Ph. 1062. Home 151-Ms

ington,
Taylors

-1

PAGN PIM
a

RioteKs Can Be Hired In
Jordan Cheap

Falwell
!h Sun11, Whs$
rree at
lie will
0 days
at St.

•

THE LEDGER & TIMES— MURRAY, ENTUCKY

III
k

elf

II

A
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"

IllIIIlI
Ill II

bp vbs.

2%-Journey
4 t-Tlen
41-Mild expletive
4 4-feemale sheep
41-Stfteh
47-Note of scale

FOR RENT

ANTIQUE FURNITURE. Walnut
4 ROOM furbished apartment.
drop lea* table and hutch, maClose in, Heat-& water furnished.
hogany chest,- odd .pieces. Higdon
Apply at 505 'Maple.
M2P
Nursery,• 'Sedalia Road, phone
MOP ROTO-TILLER tractor and pow1106 Mayfield.
er lawn mowers. By hour or day.
TURKEY EGGS, $1 per dozen.
Bilbrey's, phone 886.
' M1C
H. F. Barrow, 2 miles east of
M3P FLTRNISIIED OR UNfurnished 3
Almo, Ky.
rocun house 2 miles east of Slur.
MALL CHAINSAW, model 11. ray. Low rent, phone 0187 after
25 4:00.
approximately
only
Used
M3P
hours, with- straight and bow
attachments. $250. Will • trade_ for
boat, outboard mean,' garden
tractor or farm- equipment of
equal value. See Calton Morgan LOST: Whee and
black pointer
Grocery, Concord tic!. Murray.
bird dog named "Jesse". Call
M3P
L. D. Flora,.phone 1104-R. 1TP

Lost & Found

I

FOR SALE BY OWNER.--NiCe 2
bedroom home,- has hardwood
HELP WANTED
floors throughout, electric heat,
,
nice utility room and garage
attached, redecorated inside and WOMAN TO BUY cream on
out. Nice big lot, can be seen Wednesdays & Saturdays. _Write
M7C
on • North 18th Street or call Box 298, Evansville,, Ind.
M3P
1469-M after 1:00 p.m.
• • LAND TRANSFERS
Gertrude
Ross, deceased, Is
LOOK Home Owners! 10 Alum
windows, I doer for $199 instal- Mason Ross, land.
Gertrude Ross, deceased, to
led. Alum awning any size for
$17 up. Home Comfort Cc., 18th Mason Ross, land.
T. L. Winchester to Dan Shipley. land.
Lola Jackson to Hayden Jackson and wife Louise, land.

By PETER WEBB
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON dB —In Jordan you
can hire rioters like casual laborers.
Most of 'them come from the
crowded refugee camps of Amman. Jericho and Jerusalem,
where nearly woos homeless
vicunas_ of the 1948 Palestine
War live in bitterness and hatred.
They are the "angry: young
men" of the Middle East,
At the clink of a coin they will
come pouring out of the ramshackle camps—Where they live
on 9 cents worth of food a day
—to riot, pillage and burn for
anyone who pays them.
Today they are the power beland the powerful nationalist
movement
in
Jordan
which
wants to curb the power of the
King and Syria in a "neutralist"
anti-Western federation.
Against Baghdad Pact
The last time they came out
in force was on Jan. 7, 1956,
when approximately 5,000 including, Acknialchildsen, .poured
Into Amman's streets to demonstrate against the proposal that
Jordan should jein the Baghdad
Pact.
The last foray caused t h e
downfall of the Jordan government, a general strike, and the
burning of a U.S. embassy car
and U.S. mission officers.
In Jericho, they burned United
Nations xelief Offices and had
to be put down by troops.
Martial law and a curfew were
imposed in Amman. but Jordan
stayed out of the Baghdad Pact.
After the January riots the
U.S. embassy. which stands on
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104 East Maple St.

MAPP.., % to
"You see, now that Stuart Is
• envy.
IR 1
,
I of'acquitted, the whole thing will

tober and that's all there le to it
"The matte" is hardly for ye.
wasitcd her to
,71,
1 fib
0.toner 12t1,.
•ii. an start again. '411, that
has been to decide. The Inn ka.longt. to th.,
.e hao I,, m...r had proved,"
tear for her. '
he explained. "is that Hugers, not to p.a. I imagese
until she met
• tare in the
Stuart Young. an unetonsloyed former. Silent didn't do it. But someone they And my 'non-? just as a.iredital student. Within five weeks did. Someone killed the girl The
tractive as yours- or, I suppce
they were engaged. Then Stuart was
will want to question Nora pass for you, too,:'
arrested for the murder of a young pollee
girl, "Candy" Kendrick.
Nord's everyone. So you'll have to ,re"But Stuart Young is coming
friends and kin beiteved Stuart to be
guilty. Poi they had Oa.) th %lett main where you are. Be seeing here tonight!"
bun tabe a fortune Minter. Interested you."
"So I heard." Cousir Charles
ause of her wealth..
In Nora
As Nora set down the teleNora had. testitted at Stuart• trial
phone the inn, which had seemed turned to Nora and sad, unbethat /.''l i-u en st ,th her on a pp's.
at the time Candy was killed. But to hold its breath all afternoon, lievably, "Congratulations, Nora."
Ler P
tri.a:aa La: WK. seri.,
She made no reply, leaning
that he hail (ern Stuart and Candy erupted into life. Aunt Olive
Just Lefore the suppose,' time of the came running down the steep against the newel eos'., looking
mine. The murder hapienied, near
gravely at him. With the firs:
the ('inn". tient Inn run by licrt and stairs. At the same moment the
uncertainty he had
Meet Boger, &staid cousins or outside door was flung .open and trace of
Nora's. Charlet,' young we. Frank. Nora was made aware that sev- shown, he looked away from her.
was there, soil toe
el rugg set.
"You can't stay here, Charles!"
}toward lies. andrNora's aunt. Olive ezal people had tramped into the
who had served as her lonst lobby.
Olive sputtered. "After your tesgua films with Lawyer "Fins" Black
"Charles Deming!" Aunt Olive timony. After you nearly. sent
until Nora came of age.
As the story Continues, Nora Is at cried. "What are ,you
doing Stuart to the electric chair."
the inn, awattIng.• phone iall that here?"
"That's what I've been trying
will tell 11.," ul the Jury a verdict and
"Hello, Olive," Cousin Charles to tell him," Frank said, and they
'Stuart's fat.
said as though they had met only looked at him' In surprise. At
CHAPTER 2
• . the day before. "I rather thought twenty-three. Frank Deming was
TILE telephone rang, jerking you would be here." He rolled his so comeestely negative that one
I Nora out of her chair. She gloves neatly and put them in the was ' firget he was there.
ran, stumbling, across the living pocket of his topcoat. "How are
C'
young pail scant atroom out to the office. At last you, Nora? Quite recovered, I tent..
any point of view but
she said, "Hello," in a voice so hope." Without haste he removed his owl and none at all to his
faint it was barely audible.
his topcoat, opened the door of son's. "Don't be ridiculous," he
"That you, Nora?" Finley the closet under the stairs and sani..abortly. "Young can't be so
reached for a hanger.
unreasonable as to blame me for
Black asked.
When he moved, Nora saw the doing my duty. Apparently I was
"Yes, is he—?"
young men behind him. One was mistaken. It's uefortimate, but
."Acquitted,'of course. I'm driv- his son, Frank,
who cove her' a that's all there is to it."
ing Stuart to the inn for a few quick, embarrassed smile. The
And that, Nora realized, re'eLs''
da_syg. We'll be there in time for other
was a stranger, a tall man really all there was to it, from '
dinner."
who leaned idly against the door Cousin Charles' -viewpoint. Some"Oh." Nora sagged against the frame and looked straight at her thing about him was not quite
counter.
with the coldest, most implacable human.
"I Lief you all along not to eyes she had ever seen.
Frank gave his father a queer
worry. Alter your ti etimony,
Nora went swiftly toward the look and then said, "Tom, let me
there was nothing the jury could stairs.- BIM had almost reached introduce you) to Mrs. Riddle.. Ard
do but let him go. Get sonic rest them before Aunt Olive caught my 'cousin, Nora Pendleton: This
so Stuart will áe you blooming, her arm. "Nora, what did Finn is Torn Jones who is going to
not that ghost who's been haunt- say?"
tutor me until Christmas."
ing us lately."
"Acquittal. Finn will bring
"How do you do?" Olive said
Norse' voice; usually repressed, Stuart here in time for dinner."
automatically. "Thou g h why
rang with triumph. "Oh, Finn,
"Thank heaved! Though I OM Frank needs tutoring after he
I can really rest now. And we'll you all along there was nothing haa• graduated from college 1
married
it
once,
Stuart
and to worry about."
get
can't inia-gine, unless he can't .
quiet wedding."
Did you indeed, Nora thought break the habit. Just the same.
I, Pun
"Now don't rush things," Finn ironically. But Aunt Olive always Charles," she reterned -.to the
warned her. "You've bean-as close managed to believe whatever charge, "you simply can't stay
to a nervous breakdown as I hope Stilted her. On the death of her h( re." •
.
you'll ever get. Stay at the inn husband she had convinced her"Aunt Olive." Nora choked,
and take it eaey_for a while."
self that she was in Imminent "please strip. It's over. We -"
"But I seant,to go away,",Nora danger of -privation, if not star- She clutched at the newel post,
fetid. "1 only same back beeftinse vation, on an tneorne of ten thou- hung ,on.
Its began here; somehow it should sand a year. Her methods of sav"What's wrong?" Olive asked
end here. Anyhpw, the Hugers ing money, from wearing Nora's sharply,
.ceunt on us to pay expenses dur- Clothes, though they rucly suited
"I'd forgotten. It's not over.
ing October. We've always dohs' 'her, to coming to the inn at It's just beginning. Finn told me.
it. So," she started to say, "so Nora's expense, thougheshe hated The police are re-opening the
has Ckeisin , Charles." But he the coentry, were a constant ease fled we can't leave here;
would never dare come to the; inn source of aninsement and exas- we've all got to stay mail the
again, come back to face her: "I peration to her niece. She was, police let us go."
want to go some place where Nora supposed, well meaning,
Nora turned and c a 11g h t
nothing awful has ever hap- though ft was an awful judgment Charles Demirg momentarily off •
pened," she concluded
of anyone.
guard. A few • minntes before, he
"You'd have to look In the
Olive Riddle t,:rneii to Cousin hail been determined to remain at
dimension,
There
ain't
no
Charles. "Why on earth (lid you the inn, regarelleser of his lack of .
lanirth
smelt animal. Yfft1 must -stay at come -here?"
welcome. Bet he had not been
"But I alwaes come here In Oc- mrerairedior Finn:seines-sage. He
the inn for the time being."
-t•Why?" It Wee a waik of dis- toli."•-hii said Calmly.
looked, Nora tbeeight, trapped.
appointment, of protest.
_
"Well, you can't come this Oc(To Be Continued)
.
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CALL TO MAKE. IT'LL BE ,J
A (CHUCKLE) SURPRISE'
VISIT, YOU MIGHT SAY:

—WE USED TO REFER TO
HIM AS '114E ITCH',
SOMEDAY I'LL TELL
YOU EXACTLY
WHY:
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WHA
ILOTREWNE HUSE
II) LIKE TO KICK DODGE AND THE
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Hickory Stick Position Of Passentwr Has
Being Used
Little To Do With Safety
hi Schools

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

search

WEDNESDAY

1‘ AY 1, 1957

projects.
"Good friends join hands with
tact with one's surroundings and
Researchers Busy
one another.
it can show up in a jet pilot
The Guggenheim Aviation Safe"Across the mountains and
as a sort of circuit breaker
ty Center at Cornell University
seas."
in his mind wnich causes him
•luts 213 separate safety projects
It is little wonder that Rusto make a mistake.
In progress. They deal with such
sians of all ages greet Vertinsky's
For example, while a• jet pilot
subjects as airport lighting, ditchunusual and very personal art
is landing, he may reach for
By ROBERT J. STERLING
,apecos.. aft-facing seats actually ing techniques, metal fatigue,
as a refreshing change.
the landing gear handle, but
United Press Staff .C.orrespondent were more
dangerous than con- 4 turbulence, runway de-icing, stall
After 25 years of successfully
instead suddenly pull off the
WASHINGTON 4Ps —The
venttonat-Oeata. This was true warning devices, altimeter accuserenadi
ng
in
the
concert
halls
By LOUIS CASSELS
power: lle acts as if an unseen
racy, automatic throttle control
ors of Aioerica's new jet trans- in so-called "ground
and cafes of Paris, and later
By WILLIAM TERRY
-loops" or
United Preis Staff Correspondent ports have decided
force tricked him into it.
By COLETTE BLACKMOORE
that plisen- oart-wheeling, when violent de- tor approaches, cockpit 'visibility,
Shanghai. where Russian emigres United Press Staff Correspondent
,
anti-skid brakes, snow and ice United Stress Staff Correspondent
gets ' are just as • safe riding celeration threw
gathered, Vertinsky asked to reWASHINGTON W — The 3 Ws
Passengers'sideNORTON AIR FORCE BASE,
removal chemicals for parked
MOSCOW IR —
ways instead of forward.
can still be taught to the -turie -frontwards as backwards.
turn to the Soviet Union. Then— Calif.
— Seale in a rocketplanes,
-and even an experiment
British experts have been in"On the sun-flooded beach,
Tests also showed that to With
Foreign Minister Vyacheslav M. powered missile soaring
of a hickory stick in threein darkinvolving utilization of a jet
toting
for
years
that
young
"A
aft
lady
in
-facing
blue
the
stand
same
Molotov
pajamas
amount of deed- .
fourths of the nation's schools. welcomed him back and ness so high the earth
will look
engine's blast as a windshield "Drives me crazy . . .
airline seats are safer in low- eration force as a front-fa
gave
him a fine piano acquired like a big moon below,
cing That is the surprise finding !speed crashes.
4111RIVIE-IN theat,e
tomorThe theory , is seat, a backward seats,has to oiper in .heavy rain.
-With the lullabye of the blue by .Soviet troops as war booty.
row's. pilot eauId -miler --a-space
of a nationwide- survey of - schrint rttrat° to the
Important safety progress has ocean,
sudden- deceleration; be- three • times stronger. This
change affecting his entire perdiscipline just completed by the a passenger in
Soup And Fish
a rearward seat adds weight to At plane. and been made fps. such research in
"I lie on the lemon yellow
OPEN
6:30
sonality.
National Education Association.
the past. Such developments as sand
is pressed against the cushioned weight is an
; A tall, balding gentleman, Verairpline'S- -*fewest
Along with this he could exThe survey also showed teach- back instead
7:15
SHOW
STARTS
improved wing de-icers, fire ex..
of being thrown enemy.
"Singing sadly and sweetly
tinsky walks on stage impeccably perience
or -generally are- • far less- taw-. forward.
a jab of terror that
tinguishing- devices baillt -gite the
Madarne, it is not just to attired in full dress tie and
—
Weight A Problem
could unhinge his mind.
turbed about behavior of today's. /The. U. Sc. Military
.ngines.
airborne,
,
radar
WED-THUR. May 1-2
to avoid torture a man so long.
Air . Transtails, which the Russians almost
If
rearward
seats
are
out
as
These are possibilities scienschool children than some out- • port Service liked
the idea and a safety device, how about para- bad weather and various malI am waiting for you as for never see, even at the most elite
tists and doetois are studying
siders who think juvenile de- equipped all of its
function
warning
devices that a blue dream."
Kremlin balls.
four-engined chutes for passengers"
',ryes
at Norton — nerve center of
linquency runs rampant in the transports with
With such lamenting lyrics as
aft-facing seats.
When he begins to sing, his the
Aviation industry spokesmen tip off pilots to unsuspected
Air
,Force's
classroom. More than 90 per
flying
safety
troubles.
But American aircraft manu- list these arguments
All have contributed to these, Alexander Vertinsky, pait face .becomes a kaleidoscope of
against proprogram. Dr. Archie F. Zeller,'
cent of the teachers covered gacturers, who
making air travel safer.
70 years, of age. has become subtle expressions His hands play
have received viding parachutes:
rated their students "well be-sriarders for more than
"Every day," said an airline the singing idol of Soviet bobby- up the nuances of his words,, chief of the "human factors"
200 new
TEC HNICOLOR
—The majorile_of aCcidellIS
1.Irazieh, and hie- associates, - are
tiet
tatd -'*ifor a- single” oecOrrO
houseWives While his long legs -Bend to the concerned with
-7
.-File - landing or taking exectrtisto •Zoodirh planet- -trieet
,
mil
"•••-ROCK HUDSON • WREN BACALI.
pilots
The NEA's research division ! order specifies seats
and
their
that face off, at altitudes too low for I and lionquer with comparative and nostalgic octogenarians.
- side in studied, dandaiatii Poses. machines and stresses
sent ..:questionnaires to
I ROBERT STACK • DOROTHY MALONE
that can
ease situations that a few years
10.000 to the rear. They added that use of parachutes,
The
words,
compose
His
audience
'loves-it
d
by
. The old break them both.
Veror happen •
teachers. They were selected by American scientists do
MET PCIII • A WIMRSAL 0111.frian011At
not agree with such suddenness that there ago might have resulted in ah seillsky himsel( and sung in a fans gaze at him through their
PSILSI
the "random sample" method to that such seating
Pilot Feels Trapped
accident."
thin voice, send his listeners into opera glasses, teen-agers lean
arrangements would be no time to jump.
provide -a-- representative cross- are any safer.
Whizzing along at 4,000 mph
• heartspin.
forward in their seats, the wise
-Equipping every passenger
section of the nation's more than
Oppose Reverse Seating
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Romance On Farm
chuckle in the naughty places and up, the pilot may feel trapwith a parachute would add
LIZ
TAYLOR IN FRANCE
one million public school teach"We figured that because of enormous weight to a plane.
They have little in common— and sigh when. "love at last is ped inside his pressurized capCHERBOURG. 'France t
* FIRST RUN MURRAY *
sule, surrounded only by the
— barely even love itself —
all the publicity about backward
—Unless a plane were disinte- Actress Elizabet
with
h Taylor and her the.cyhteeKterary
• Dr.. Sana.inambert. head ot ,the seats. some airlines
themes of Sov- dying.",Thunerous a p,,p lause and nervous jerk of the needles on
would at grating in the air or being con- producer
at-.research division, said the re- least consider putting
husband Mike Todd iet public - life, such
as romance shouty of "encore" follow .— but his instrument panel. He fits
them in turned by fire 'at a high altitude, arrived
here aboard the Queen on a collectiv
plies repudiated a popular' idea 1 their new jets."
into
the
cockpit
like
a finger
e farm where boy in vain. Vertinsky does not
saida 'Douglas it would be far safer -for a passur- in a tight glove, only able
Elizabeth Monday and took a
that corporal punishment is a Aircraft Co. official.
to
meets tractor and girl meets render to the Russian
"But they senger to take his chances on
custom of move his nead and
chartered plane to their vacation quota.
vanishing feature of American ,didn't."
hand to steer
riding a rippled plane to earth villa at
singing three or four bonus songs. his
Mt LIEUTENANT
TM SUMMIT
Nice.
school life,
course.
A Boeing engineer who has Even expert
For years Newly of the popular
chutists frequently
It is precisely because his voice
"Studies have been made of
Have Personal Authority
Worked Ofl onat company's 707 are
songs
written
%
the
e
Soviet
Union
injured.
is admittedly so poor that Ver- the men
NO EGGS
" Nearly half the teachers said -et trans-port said Boeing
flying today's high
were dedicated to the practical stinsky emphasi
"went
—Jumping out of a plane at
zes the words, speed jets," Dr. Zeller
MADISON -.Wis. —Ills— A Uni- causes
they personally- had authority to .to every aviation
said. "Some
of raising
research outfit 30.000 - 40,000 feet the altitude
production, which reminisce of unfulfilled
!
versity
of
find this experience exhilarating,
Wisconsin applicant arousing national pride
administer , whippings to unruly that had done work on the
THE PART OF THE MILITARY
in Social- love amid perfumed roses and
at which jet airliners will oper- wrote
on his scholarship re- ism and praising
a great peace, but some find
pupils if they considered. it neces- subject and found
MACHINE THAT RIMS!
peace a n d fading leaves:
unanimous ate would require oxygen masks":,
quest:
"I will try to be a good friendship among
it terrifying — they are filled
ears'. And 75 per cent. said the opposition to the idea."
nations. Such
for every passenger, adding fur- egg and become
"You
cannot
ask
too
much
of
with anxiety."
principal -of; their -oachoolo had --The 'research organizations,
an intergral part songs as:
•-:
he ther to a plane's weight.
a woman," he sings. "Her honesty,
such authority.
But what could bring about
lot the Wisconsin omelette." The
said, reported that in many acci"We are singing a hymn to Is nothing but
Aviaoo
ti
Scientist
ts
fig
s
a
leaf
see
.
..114
more
.
4110relp.
I
am !a "space change" in the pilot
scholarship committee promptly the glory
The NEA did not ask right i dents occurrink at relativel
of our friendship.
" 1.4
y low promise in other air safety re- I
in love with the streaks left I is a phenome
discarded the application.
out how extensively corpor .,.
non
called
"dis"From distant lands,
by her tears I love you,
orientation." It is a loss of conpunishraent is actually used,
it learned-thrOtigh a roundabi
question that most teachers ei -:
sider "spanking rights" a necisary feature of running an order
classroom.
,
To th,e question. "Do you th::
classroom 'teachers should be
Following is a clipping which was
lowed to
administer corp'- r
taken from the regular issue of the
punishment to pupils 'in eleApril 1, 1957 Daily Ledger & Times:
mentary-school grades" 77 per
cent of the teachers replied yes
Two-thiods also held out for
spanking rights in junior high
school while 37 per cent said
whipping should be permitted
even in high school.
Taking these replies as a gauge
Fabulous
Howie
Crittenden
of teacher sentiment toward acjoins a host of ex-North-South
tual .use ef comer& ponishmer•
Nigh School cage stars who head
Lambert said:
the National industrial Basket"It is evident.that -boys
ball Leavue All-Star squad for
girls are still getting hlo
et..
the 195R-57 season:
in a great many schools in tro
°-;
----Tlie" Murray State sham -shootUnited States."
er appeared in all tv.,Aty of the
Btaekboard Jungle
games f,n, the Peoria Cate as a
Seeking to "find out whether
rookie this year. scoring 233 '
blackboaid jungle- conditions
mints He hit .34R per cent of
prevail ;n many schools, the
his shots from the field and
questionnwre asked whether
scored a 752 ner centage from
teachers had been ;objected durthe threaohr •-• !lee. the latter
ing the oast year to' any "act
altoaos a speriaSity for Howie.
of physical violence:- by a stuAnother basketball ace who
dent.
played opposite Crittenden in the
Sixteen twitchers out'of every
1052 cage game at Murray, Terry
1.000 said they personally hol
Rand was named most valuable
experienced such an attack A.
&aver in the league": Rand is a
other 11 per cent said It-.•
brilliant 6-9 center who °lave
knew ,iif a voilent attack on
for the Denver Truckers. B. H.
annthro teacher in their school.
Born, also of •North -South fame.
Analysis of replies by type
Johrr Prudhoe and Jim Bingham
of school district chewed the
were team matei of Howie who
highest incidence of serious misreceived honorable mention.
behavior, including attacks on
The Peoria five. led by CritO
teachers, ire congested. city areas
tenden easily reached the semiThe number of teachers refinals of the
National AAU
porting their students -exceptourney in Denver and played in
tionally well behaved" was hie-,
the finals Saturday night.
est in suburban schio-il districts
'where living conditions were
rated "above average"
"very
good."
Next to poverty and generalry
poor environment in city slums,
teachers listed as train causes
of pupil misbehavior "irresponsible parents." "booken • homes"
and ”inadequate parental supervision" due to mothers with
jobs keeping them as ay /solo.
home.
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Howie Crittenden, Nationally Famous
Star of Basketball, says .....
I Like the New 1957 FORD,

ORTHO
INSECTICIDES

11

* ROSE DUST - in him('
Dustin- Cartons and
Sift Top Cans - contr,
all Maor Ro7s'e Pests.

IT'S THE STAR of CARS"

*GARDEN FUNGICIDE
- Contains 50', Captan
for all Garden Pests
*

Y KILLER DRY
- contains Malathion.

Howie Is Pictured Above As He Received The Keys
To
The SECOND NEW FORD Which He Has Purchased Fro
m

BAIT

*ISOTOX Garden Spray
- contains Liodane, Malathion
DDD - for
all Garden. Pests.
* CURIA DUST "1 Q o'
with Rotonone or
Potato Bug's - Mexican
Bean Beetles & etc.
For All Your
HARDWARE NEEDS
See Us !

DOUGLASS
HARDWARE
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PARKER MOTORS
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